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First Woman Lawyer in Territory.
Mrs. Margaret Yale was admitted

to the bar before Judge Gill of the
Federal court, says the Nowata corre-

spondence, Kansas City Star. Mrs
Yale is the first woman admitted to

She is a

department of

the bar in Indian Teritory.
graduate of the law

Michigan.
 

Miss Vanderbilt's Flame,
One of the finest jewels that society

has seen in many a day was recently

purchased by Miss Gladys Vanderbilt.

At first glance it resembles a tiny

ball of flame encircled by an almost
imperceptible gold rim, but on closer
survey it turns out to be a convex

opal concealing a timepiece about the

slze of a dime. So attractive is it

that her masculine friends—and some
of her feminine one, too—say that
when they see it blazing on Miss Van-
derbilt’s dress they are inclined to

ask for a light.
 

Suffragists Hard at Work.

Philadelphia Home Missionary work
8 to be included in the woman suf-
frage campaign for converts. A re-
cent statistical investigation of the
attitude of club women toward suf-

frage revealed the fact that a large

proportion of them are either anti-

suffragists, or indifferent to it. A

committee of eloquent speakers from

the suffrage society will probably be

appointed, whose whole duty it will

be to arrange revival meetings for the

cause of woman suffrage among club

women.—Philadelphia Record.

 

Gold Shoes With Gray Gloves.

Though gray is to continue in

vogue, apparently the fancy for wear-

ing gray shoes to match the gowns

is dying out. When Mrs. Nicholas

Longworth came out of a theatre in
the capital recently she wore a gray

crepe gown embroidered with morn-

ing glories and her slippers seemed of

burnished gold. They are Cuban slip-

~pers, made in her honeymoon trip to

Havana. She has several pairs of
silvery slippers from the West Indies,

and these are to be worn with a

ainty gray cloth gown. These slip-

ers are made of cloth of gold or

fllver, and some are covered with

tiny sequins.

How to Us: Hot Milk.

Hot milk is a cure for many ills.

When you come in tired from an af-

ternoon’s shopping, try how a cup

of it will refresh you. As a pick-me-
ip it is unrivalled, for it not only

timulates but nourishes. The only

point to be remembered is to take it

n sips, and not in one draught. In
ips it is easily assimilated, but taken

a draught it may easily cause a

d attack of indigestion. For the
mplexion milk is excellent. If the

e is wrinkled, rough or sallow,

he it with hot milk. Treat the

in to hot milk every night, and the

provement in whiteness and tex-

e will soon be apparent—New
k Journal.

 

 

Flowers for Evening Wear.

prge flowers used singly or small-

pnes thickly disposed are in vogue

now, as being newer than gar-

Is or sprays. Roses are general

orites, chiefly in dark red, pale

jk or deep cream or yellow, any of

je three colors forming a most

y contrast with all black, pale

and white or cream gloves.

a violets look also exceedingly

n conjunction with the above

ith pale pink with mauve

Just as in anything re-

to dress, with a little thought

aste, it is easy to obtain the
hum effect out of flower decora-

For instance, flowers should

ost cases be chosen preferably of

rker color than the dress they

rate; red flowers will look better

white frock than white flowers

red one.—London Standard.

e

4 A Forgetful Girl.

here is a very forgetful girl in

ver, living on Washington street.

ng a young man, who called on

last week, would stay too long,

get the clock in the parlor half

pur ahead. She was tired, having

out horseback riding that day,

anted to get to bed early. The

e worked. But then she forgot

n the clock back, and, having

frous young men friends, she also

y carelessly forgot which one it
las. Last night the young man call-

i again. The clock was still fast,
hd he noticed it.
“That clock is wrong, isn’t it?’ he

ked.

Yes,” she replied. “I set it ahead
a fellow who called Wednesday

ht would go home in time to let

get some sleep.” i

he clock fooled him all right,”

ie galied quietly.
do yqu know?”

oung Wan smiled a sickly
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short bolero.

fussy. Offhand one would say that

anybody could make one of these tiny

affairs, but a little thought will prob-

ably result in engaging a good tailor.

ed a short distance from the edge to

simulate tucks are becoming to slen-
der figures.

the shaped pieces disappear one after

the other; that is, the ends of the

first are covered by a strip of inser-

tion or the narrow front panel, the

second by the first skirt plait, and so
on.

the shoulder capes that consist of

three or more layers cut in points or

scallops and finished with buttonhol-

a princess skirt (whose lower part

shows the same treatment) fastens

with a soft bow at the corsage, tha

neck being low exposing the soft lace

The girl coughed.

. |culty securing good help?’—Denver
Post.

 

Dr. Reich Delights Boston.

Boston women say that they would

give almost anything in the world it

Dr. Emil Reich, who has been making

such a stir in English society, would

only come over and talk to them, and

they assert that if he wanted a finan-

cial guarantee they even would be

willing, if need be, to pawn their hats.

What pleased the Bostonians espe-

cially was that in one of his most re-

cent London lectures Dr. Reich re-

marked, “Because woman has a

smaller brain masg than man, it does

not by any means follow that she has

an inferior intellect. I smile when I

bear men assert that women have

not equal intelligence with men; it

is a position that no man can serious-

ly maintain.” No wonder Boston

would open her finest drawing rooms

to the doctor after this, and is anxious

to send a petition begging him to cross

the water.—New York Press.
 

How to Have Beautiful Hair.

“While there's hair, there's hope,”

and no woman should resort to manu-

factured hair as long as she has any

of her own. False hair hurts the

scalp, and retards the growth of the
hair.

With a shampoo once every two or

three weeks, a scalp treatment ip be

tween times, and a regular brushing

every night there is no reason why a

woman should not have hair that is

beautiful and healthy.

For treatment of hair that has been

injured by using “rats” there is noth-

ing better than scalp massage, the

application of a good hair tonic and

regular brushing. Coaxing of this

sort will cause a new growth and

cause the old one to brace up

One of the best tonics for the hair

is salt, and an excellent dry tonic

shampob may be made with it. Mix

a coarse quality of salt with powdered

orris root, using two ounces to a

pound of salt. Sift well in order to

mix thoroughly, rub into the hair and

scalp and brush out with a good bris-
tle brush.

Let the arrangement of the hair de-

pend on the shape of your face, and

don’t dress your hair in the prevail-

ing style just because it is the pre-

vailing style. If it is becoming adopt

it, but if not don’t make a caricature

of yourself for the sake of being in
the fashion.

For an itching, irritated scalp try

applications of a solution of boric

acid. Purchase an ounce of pure

boric acid crystals and place in a

quart jar of hot water. Apply to the

scalp every night, and in a short

time there will be no more trouble.

Although a good sumning is the

best thing in the world for the hair,

it is not particularly good for it to

be dried in the sun after shampooing.

The sun seems to make each imdivid-

ual hair stand out separate from the

others, and, as a consequence, it is

difficult to arrange it nicely. See

that the hair is thoroughly dried and

then given a sun bath.—New York
Mail.

 

Fashion Notes.

Small ribbon rosettes set around

the edge of an embroidered baby cap

lend an air of bewitching loveliness

to.the small face within.

Picot edges of gold are a feature of

some of the newest of the fancy

braids; another conceit is the gold

thread laced across the braid.

The fullness of the shoct sleeve

puffs is sometimes reduced to the re-

quired size about the arm by a serles

of vertical tucks, which simulate a

band, the lower edge being left to

flare in a tiny rufie just above the
elbow. ¢

The success of a sult depends a

great deal upon the trimming of the

A correct amount gives
it style, but overloading makes it

Skirt yokes of shaped bands stitch.

The skirt is plaited, and

store of fresh water could be carried. Pine-needles were thenly antidote forscurvy; and manya time the boat came tumbling back
a man well enough to stand bef

Great Neuropaths
The Sujferings of Captains of the World.
 

 

By Tighe Hopkins.

colors, In ambush for nearly all of them some form

nerve disorder lurks,O

trol, is almost the sole exception. What says the bead-roll?
At thirty-two Alexander the Great, who had reckoned himself a god, die

on their destinies. Charlemagne, the great and wise caj
tain of the Franks, who stands for feudal civilization, wh
“snatched from darkness all the lands he conquered,” an

“We're having so much trouble

|

during, or just after, one of his frenetic orgies. Caesar, the foremost man ofin getting a hired girl,” she said.

|

the ancient world, had strange convulsions in his later years, and it may beDoes your mother ever have diffi] that the dagger of Brutus saved him from declining into madness. Marlbor-

daring Clive, world famous and the conqueror of India, at forty was decidedl
a neuropath. Clive was passionate, morbid, gouty, and an opium eater,

ton was distinctly epileptic.

Peter the Great is “said to have lasted three days.” Charles V., whose mothe

had a certain general unsoundness of mind, to which mercy was altogethe

homet—but let Mahomet rest.

said, by the celestials,

- - .

of « The Endless Life -~S
By Samuel McChord Crothers.

 

UT the time comes when there is something mare.

material world is nothing short of a miracle.

causation. His language is strange in this world of law.

it only a chance concourse of atoms, organized into a brain 

 

ship eternal beauty.

to circumstances, but only to a higher will,
Molecules, however organized, do not naturally

Chemical reactions are not thus expressed.
new power in the mechanical forces.

er kind of energy. Thestupendous fact is the existence of a living will. Out

lute good.” Can that be true? Our instinct for orderly causation does not
allow the statement to pass unchallenged. A universe out of which there
emerges a living will cannot be purposeless. In the light of the living will
the history of the past must be written, and this newly revealed force throws
a penetrating light into the future. Here is something that has an eternal
meaning: — ;

O living will that shalt endure

When all that seems shall suffer shock,

Atl—The untie,

- - » o

How the Cossacks
First Came to America

By Agnes C. Laut
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00000000000 ONG before Peter the Great had sent Vitus Bering to Amer-
390009994908 ica, in 1741, Russian voyagers had launched out east and
® & north with a daredevil recklessness that would have done
$ | 3 honor to prehistoric man. That part of their adventures is
® & record that exceeds the wildest darings of fiction. Their
3 : boats were called kotches. They were some sixty feet long,
90000000006 flat-bottomed, planked with green timber. Not a nail was
00000000000 sci. Where were nails to come from six thcusand miles

across the frozen tundras? Indeed, iron was so scarce that
at a later day, when ships with nails ventured on these seas, natives were de-
tected diving below to pull the nails from the timbers with their teeth. In-
stead of nails, the Cossacks used reindeer thongs to bind the planking togeth-
er. Instead of tar, moss and clay and the tallow of sea animals calked thesgams. Needless to say, there was neither canvas nor rope. Reindeer thongs
supplied the cordage, reindeer hides the sails, On such rickety craft, “with
the help of God and a little powder,” the Russian voyagers hoisted sail and
put to sea. On just such vessels did Deshneff and Staduchin attempt to round
Asia from the Avctic into Bering sea (1647-50).

#10 be sure, the first bang of the ice-floes against the prow of the rickety
boats knocked them into kindling wood. Two-thirds of the Cossack voyagerswere lost every year; and often all news that came of the crew was a mast-pole washed in bythe tide, with a dead man lashed to the crosstrees. Small

 

to the home port, not
ore the mast.—Harper’s Magazine,

» - » »

ya United States -a—
Army is Too Small

By F. L. Huidekoper.

3
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O nation in the entire history of the world sas yst neglected
its military strength without ultimately paying the penalty.
France was the foremost military power from 1800 to 1812,
and again in 1860, and Russia was presumed to be invincl-
ble less than three years ago. Yet we all know what ter-
rible humiliation France underwent in 1870-1871 and what
defeats Russia has just suffered. Do we fondly imagine that

   

 
A very old-time flavor attaches to

ng or braid. One that accompanies

€

a  “1 called Wednesday night.”

¥

 

of the bodice beneath.

were?

giving a new version to the old proverb so as to make it read, “The Lord
takes care of habes, fools and the United States!”
power,” with duties and responsibilities which we never have had before. We
have rich possessions upon which other nations naturally look with covetous

ing is sure to come.—North American Review.

 we are going to escape the consequences, when, in actual
fact, we are not one whit better prepared for war than they

 

We have gone on entirely too long laboring under a grave delusion, and

We have become a “world

yes; we have a great country whose prosperity is unexampled. Unless we
re strong enough to hold the one and to protect the othar, our day of reckon- 

   

 

   

  

I supreme captains of the world there are but six or seven,|
and scarce one among them exhibits genius in its healthiest |

of |

Grotesque as the statement seems,

epilespy, manifest in greater or in less degree, revolves up-

who reared an empire that no hand but his was able to con-

ough, who was married to a violent woman, and whose only son died in boy-
hood, was epileptic during his ten last years of life. The adventurous and

At
forty-nine, rich and of unstinted reputation, he committed suicide. Welling-

His fainting fits after Waterloo were frequent,
and it was an attack of epilepsy that carried him off. The Romanoffs have
been neuropathic for nearly three centuries, and one of the epileptic fits of

was insane, hadfits in his youth, and was gouty, bald and scrofulous. Fred-
erick the Great (from the face of whose father, when he took a walk, says
Macaulay, “every human being fled”), reared in a perfect inferno of a palace,

foreign. The stock of Oliver Cromwell was not overhealthy, and of the neuro-
pathic tendencies of the Protector himself there is sufficient evidence. Ma-

Joan of Are, the divine girl-woman, seer and
soldier, who came from her sheepfolds of Lorraine to make victorious the ori-
flamme of France, Joan heard voices and saw visions, and was kissed, she

je:
And ot

the dust there emerges a creature whose existence in the

Connect him
as closely as you may with all that went before, and yet the
amazing fact remains that his being carries him into an-
other sphere which transcends the familiar road physical

it

as yesterday they may have been organized into the weeds
of the roadside, from which comes the confident voice: I love, I hope, I wor-

I offer myself in obedience to a perfect law of righteous-
ness, I gladly suffer that others maybe saved, I resist the threatening evil that
I see, I choose not the easy way, but the difficult way, my will shall not yield

thus utter themselves.

There are no equivalents for this

Are we not compelled to say, “We are in the presence of a new and high-

of a universe purposeless fore there comes a purposeful will devoted to abso-

SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS.
 

| er at sea than on a railroad.

purpose of a leaf.

London is trying new fire helmets,

proof against smoke fumes or gases.

Wearing one of them a fireman passed

fifteen minutes in a room filled with

smoke from burning straw that had

been sprinkled with sulphur and

emerged unaffected.

0

d

d

The little lizard called the gecho

has been supposed to cling to the

ceiling, like the housefly, by means of

suctorial discs at the ends of the toes.

This proves to be incorrect and Dr.

Schmidt has found that the underside

of the toe scales have clusters of hair-

like, erectile bodies, by which the ani-

mal seems to cling. It is now believed

that the holding power is due to elec-
tricity.

y

r

Arctic science should be greatly ad-

vanced by the permanent station for

its study to be established this year

on the south coast of Disco Island.

This novel station, to be established

by a gift from Mr. A. Holck, of Copen-

hagen, and to be aided by an annual

grant of $3000 from the Danish gov-

ernment, will have a well equipped

biological laboratory, with working

places for visitors and will provide a

library of Arctic literature. The only

charge to visiting naturalists will be
a small fee for board.

r

An indication of the rapidly growing

Interest in underground water sup-

plies, even in states where the rainfall

is abundant and the soil is naturally

fertile, is given by the program just

prepared for the work of the coming

season by the Geological Survey of

Illinois. A special department of the

work will be devoted to the study of

the underground waters of that state,

>| in order to determine the limits of

what are called the “Artesian basins,”

and the various depths to which it may

be necessary to penetrate in different

localities to obtain good water for mu-

nicipal and agricultural purposes.

All the waters will be carefully analy-

zed and subjected to laboratory tests,

and thus it is hoped that the work of

developing new water-supplies will he

put upon a thoroughly scientific foot-

ing.
 

Capock, much used in Holland and

other European countries, is a pro-

duct of certain bamboos known in the

Dutch Indies as the “false cotton tree.”

It is a down of a yellowish brown

silky filaments, which is found in the

capsule of the fruit, which it sur-

rounds and protects the tender pulp.

It is not only very light, but it ab-

sorbs scarcely any water even after

months of maceration. Less than a

pound is sufficlent to support a man

of ordinary weight in water. In the

English and German navies the ma-

terial is being used instead of cork

for life-saving apparatus, and French

surgeons now find that it has advan-

tages as a substitute for wadding or

cotton for bandages or compresses.

It is suggested that the price, which is

now high, might be reduced by en-

couraging the cultivation of this va-

riety of bamboo in Eastern colonies.

 

ARTIFICIAL COD'S EGGS.
 

Breton Fisherfolk Saved by a Novel

Kind of Bait.

France claims to have at last

solved the problem of the Breton sar-

dine fishery, say the London Globe.

The crisis which has spread such

misery in the province was not

caused by the disappearance of the

shoals, but by their non-appearance

from the lower depths, simply be-

cause the fishermen had not the only

really effective bait for attracting

them. This consists in the ‘spawn,

or “eggs,” of codfish, which are only

prepared in Norway, and sold at the

monopoly price of nearly £6 per bar-

rel. As the Breton fisherfolk could

not afford such a price, they have

used inferior substitutes, which have

reduced them almost to famine. But

at last M. Fabre Domerque, inspec-

tor-general of French fisheries, has

come brilliantly to the rescue by de-

vising an artificial production of

cod’s “eggs.” This artificial product

is identical in size, color and odor

with the natural “eggs,” from which

it is quite undistinguishable. Thrown

into the water it is ravenously sought

by fish in shoals. Mr. Domerque has

taken out a patent, but he has placed

it in the hands of the minister of ma-

rine, so that French fishermen may

now have their bait at about a quar-

ter the price asked in Norway.
 

Filipinos Good Motormen.

The experiment made in deepening

solely on native Filipinos to man the

cars of the Manila Electric Railway

has proved eminently successful. The

native has lived up to the require-

ments of the job fully as well as the

white man could have done under any

conditions, and probably better, tak-

ing the climate under consideration.

To operate a modern electric car in

the crowded streets of an Oriental

city, where the traffic and pedestrians

are absolutely at variance and unac-

customed to so foreign an element

calls for the full measure of steadi-

ness and resourcefulness to avoid ac

    

| An astronomer now declares that!

! Mars Is a million years older tian the | oy
carth,

| The risk of being struck by lightn-

{Ing is five times gredter in the country
| 1 ’

‘than in cities, and twenty times great-

The “leafless acacia” is a peculiar

tree that forms forests in Australia.

The tree has no leaves, but respires

through a little stem answering the

| PEARLS OF THOUGHT,
 

No house is dark in which a little
Mild smiles,

Where ignorance
loves to tarry.

The only safe place to keep one's

heart is in a home. \

One's sphere or lot in life may seem

{ hard, but its trials may be mitigated

by cheerfulness,

To fear that perhaps he will not

come to bless our work is weakening

doubt.—Alexander Maclaren, D.D.

Life is so wondrous a gift that we
are bound to trust its Giver even when
we cannot understand His dealings
with us.—H., W, Crosskey.

The mind which habitually indulges
in great expectations is usually the
kind which first breaks down under
the strain of great disappointments.—
Seamen's Coast Journal.

{The absolute justice of the system
| of things is as clear to me as any
| scientific fact. The gravitation of sin
to sorrow is as certain as that of the
earth to the sun.—T. H. Huxley.

It is not the possession of money
that constitutes wealth, that gives the
highest satisfaction, and awakens the
consciousness of noble adhievement,
the assurance that one is fulfilling his
mission, and that he is reading aright

{ the sealed message which the Creator

placed in his hand at birth.—Success
Magazine,

The day returns and brings us the
petty round of irritating concerns and
duties. Help us to play the man, help

us to perform them with laughter and
kind faces; let chéerfulness abound
with industry. Give us to go blithely
on our business all this day, bring us
to our resting beds weary and content
and undishonored; and grant us in the
end the gift of sleep.—Robert Louis
Stevenson.

dwells conceit

 

WORKMEN AS STOCKHOLDERS.
 

What Johney Bearrup Accomplished

With His Mill in New Mexico.
In Albuquerue, N. M,, is a man

with an idea, says the World's Work.
He went there twenty-five years ago
from Ohio, a young pioneer, apparent-
ly less well fitted perhaps for success
in the competition of life in a country
where water is a luxury than most
of his fellows. The idea that now
makes him a constructive successful
business man was a Socialistic theory
that co-operation was the only form of
industrial organization with which he
cared to have anything to do. And it
was manufacturing that he had set
his heart on—in a parched .desert
where, outside of the struggling little

the country did not maintain
ge of one person to the

But he said to himself,
materials should be manufac.
where it is produced.”

with these two ideas matur-

mind that Johnny Bearrup,

  

  

 

tured

 

his real name—went on con-
tented! ing sheep until a year and
a half ago he was able to start the

v which he calls the Rio Grande

 

  olen Mills, one of the largest man-
ufacturing establishments in New
Mexico. As far as possible it is con-

ducted co-operatively. Most of the

workmen are stockholders. Mr. Bear-

rup advertises in Socialistic papers,

and sells his blankets and other wool-

en goods largely to the co-operative

societies. There are a good many

Socialists In the United States. His

agents visit co-operative stores and

Socialistic societies. They sell not

only blankets, but they sell stock in

the mill on a 5 percent commission.

He invites the stockholders to come

and to work in the mills. For his idea

is expanding. If the Socialists will

keep on buying his blankets, and the

stockholders will keep on coming to -

his little settlement on the outskirts

of Albuquerque, he sees no reason

why his co-operative factory should

not be the nucleus of a co-operative

town or why the co-operative factory

should not be supplied from a co-op

erative sheep ranch as well as selling

to co-operative stores.

If he were simply a visionary, his
experiment would deserve only passing

attention, but he is a keen, wWide-

awalie business man. He has the re

spect and confidence of the other

business men of the town. He is well

liked. There is no apparent reason

why the enterprise should not suc-

ceed—as long as he is at the head of
it,

Grave Digger Unearths Rich Ledge.

A gravedigger working in the hill-

side cemetery has uncovered a four

foot vein, and assays show that it car-

ries values of $100 a ton in gold. The
hole was immediately filled, and |
George W. Oliver staked off a claim.

This is not the first time that the

presence of gold has been suspected

in the hillside cemetery. Highly min-

eralized quartz has frequently been

uncovered in the place, but the values
have never run so high in gold, and it
is likely that the active operations of
the miner will soon invade the “silent
halls of death.”—Reno correspondence
San Francisco Chronicle.

 

The Moon and Crops.

In the early years of Tuskegee, says
Booker T. Washington in the World's
‘Work, much was said about the effect
of the moon upon the crops, but the
discussions usually brought out the
point that deep ploughing was more
important in

moon; and lunar theories of agricul-
ture have long since been discarded
by those farmers who have attended
the meetings.

agriculture than the

 

James Callahan, a philanthropist,
who died recently at Des Moines, Ia.,
left $20,000 to establish a home for dient.—Electricity.
drunkards’ wives.

  
   

  

      
       

  

  

 

      
    

 

  

       
         

 

     

  

  
   
  
    

 

  

   

   

    

  

   

   
  
  
    
  
  

 

   

 

    

   
  

    

   

 

   

   
   

  

  

  

  

   

 

      
     

   
   

        

      
      

       

      

     

 

  
    
  
  

  

   
  

       
   
   
    

   
         
            

  
    

 

            

          
     

   
   
        

 

  

  

    

  

        
              

          
  

 

   
   

  

   

 

  
        

     

   
   

 

  

  

  

    
   

 

  
     

  
   

 

     
  
      

    

       

     
    

   

   

   
  

   

      

  

  

   
   

  
    

  
     

   
      
   
  

    

   
  
      

   

  

        

  

 

   

         
   

 

  

   
   

  
  

  

   

  

  
  

      
  
   

  

  
  

  

  

 

    

    
  

 

    
           
              

      
             

  

      

   
   
   

       
          

  

    


